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Microbiology: not a major
University handbook leads students
to choose a major
that doesn't exist

By Miranda Bond

By Joanna Hammer

REPOMEP.

While many sluclcnts danced
In raise money for Dance
Marathon, others took a more
11 lobile approach.
lunior Kristin I larvey ran a 26inile marathon around the
indoor track at the Student
Itecreation Center, while anothii group of students rode their
hikes to raise funds.
I larvey was asked to carry on
the live-year-old tradition by a
past runner, Kevin Resinger.
who graduated last year. She
was only the third student to run
a marathon for the event.
It was also a life-long dream of
tier's to complete a marathon, so
she was enthusiastiac to get this
opportuinty.
"Ever since 7th grade 1 have
wanted to run a marathon, and
freshman year, when 1 saw this
event, I decided I wanted to do
it." I larvey said.
She began her mil by giving a
short speech and then started
running at noon. She ran for a
total of four hours and 22 minutes.
Many alumni and moralers
stood along the track to cheer
her on. Past participants also
added encouragement by running laps with her.
"It went so well, everyone was
cheering for me. The whole
place cheered for me the last six
miles of the marathon," she said.
This is Harvey's second year
being involved in Dance
Marathon, last year she participated in the marathon through
the fraternity she is involved in,
Delta Sigma Pi, who helped
cater the event
"Dance Marathon is really
great, and it is good to help out
because, just like me, these kids
have a dream, and we need to
help make their dreams come
true."
She said she plans to run next
year in the marathon as well and
hopes that the tradition will continue. She also is trying to get
other members of Delta Sigma
11 to join her and keep the tradition going within the coed business fraternity.
A group of students completed a bike marathon on Sunday
as part of the event. The bikers
MARATHON.PAGE 2
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Students pay thousands of dollars to the University in order to
obtain a degree, yet microbiology
students aren't getting what they
paid for — a microbiology major
does not exist.
Many students are puzzled by
this statement. Students have
graduated from the University

with microbiology majors. Or so
they believed.
According to )ohn I -i ilk ii is. vice
president for Academic Affairs, it
was a misunderstanding. The
fact that a microbiology major
exists in the University's class catalog is an error.
Yet the microbiology major has
existed in the class catalog since
1974—an error that has lasted 29
years. Many microbiology students are still not aware that they
will be graduating from the
University with a bachelor's
degree in biology with specialization in microbiology, not a degree
in microbiology.

Don Deters, faculty member in
biological sciences, said he has a
problem with the situation
because the words "major" and
"minor" have a definite meaning,
but specialization docs not. It
could mean anything.
Sarah Antinone. a senior who
went through seven semesters
believing she was a microbiology
major, cannot understand how
the University didn't notice this
mistake sooner, especially since
modifications had been made to
the major over time and several
administrators signed off on the
changes.
"It was an honest misunder-

SILENT PROTEST

standing," Folkins said. "We're
doingourbesttofixit."
Although, this will likely not
affect a student's chance to get
into a graduate program, many
are still frustrated by the way the
University has handled the situation.
"1 was fx>th angry and disappointed," Antinone said. "I feel
cheated by the University, mostly
because 1 feel like how can you
trust that you are getting what
you pay for when you can't ever
believe what's printed in the
course catalog — a legal document."
"If Micro isn't really a major,

then how do you know that biology or business or anything else
that they advertise is," he added.
"I probably wouldn't have come
to BGSU if I knew that microbiology was only a specialization."
She would have gone to Miami
or Ohio University but had no
reason to think otherwise
because the course catalog and
everything else that she saw from
the University clearly stated that
microbiology was a major, she
said.
MICROBIOLOGY, PAGE 2

JERRY!
JERRY!
'Jerry Springer Show'
host to visit campus
By Chuck Soder
EOirOR-1H-CHIEF

Amanda began BG News

TAKING A STAND: The group Women In Black silently protest the war in Iraq. About 20 protesters gathered to express their feelings in front of the Union yesterday afternoon.

It's likely that nobody will
throw any of the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom's chairs when tabloid
talk show host lerry Springer
speaks there April 10.
Springer, host of "The lerry
Springer Show," will speak not
about incestual infidelity with
homosexual midgets for a
change. Instead, students will see
the more political side of the
Ringmaster, who is considering
running as a democrat for Ohio's
seat in the U.S. Senate in 2004.
Springer will likely speak
about youth apathy in politics,
according to Hannah Kemp,
president of the College
Democrats, who organized the
event.
"He feels this age group is really overlooked," Kemp said.
Alen Baldwin, chair of the
Wood County Democrats, suggested to Kemp that her group
host Springer on campus
because Baldwin already had
plans to bring him to Bowling

Green to speak at a private event.
Baldwin met Springer when
the talk show host ran for Ohio
governor in the 1980s. Springer
has been active in politics for
years — he was once mayor of
Cincinnati — but it might be
hard for students to take him
seriously, according to Sara
Kaminski, public relations chair
for the event.
"When you hear of lerry
Springer, you automatically have
an image in your head of everyIERRY, PAGE 2

Soldier missing after ambush
By April ViteHo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AP Photo

MISSING: iessica Lynch, seen in this undated photo, is one of several
missing soldiers after a supply convoy was ambushed.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from wcather.com

PAIJ.ST1NE, WVa. — A West
Virginia woman who joined the
Army because there were few
jobs in her hometown is among a
dozen soldiers reported missing
after a supply convoy was
ambushed in southern Iraq, her
father said yesterday.
Pfc. Iessica Lynch, 19, of
Palestine, worked as a supply
clerk with the Army's 507th
Maintenance Co.. said her father,
Greg lynch.
"The only thing they can tell us
is she's missing," Lynch said.
Lynch said he was notified late
Sunday night by an Army official
accompanied by the West
Virginia State Police.

Some members of the 507th
were shown on Iraqi television as
prisoners being questioned
Sunday, but Iessica Lynch was not
one of those pictured.
"We saw it on TV and kind of
suspected," Lynch said. "I just
want them to bring her back safely — her and all the rest of the
kids."
Lorene Cumbridge, a 62-yearold cousin who lives near the
Lynches, said Iessica — known to
family and friends as Jesse —
grew up playing at her home.
"She's just a West Virginia country
girl.
Warm-hearted.
Outgoing," Cumbridge said. "1
really thought growing up she
would become an elementary
school teacher. But for West
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Virginia children in some of the
more rural areas, the military is
the one good chance of getting an
education and making something of themselves."
Jean Offutt, a spokeswoman
for Fort Bliss in Texas, where the
507th Maintenance Co. is based,
said 10 or more of the soldiers
who went missing Sunday were
with the company, which
deployed last month with the
11 th Air Defense Artillery Brigade.
It is not considered a combat
unit, officials said.
Lynch said neighbors and
friends had been dropping by
and calling since his wife, Deidre,
and lessica's 17-year-old sister,
Brandi Renee, first learned the

"Everyone has been real supportive." he said.
Yesterday, a yellow ribbon was
tied to a tree near the family's
mailbox and two others were
attached to posts on the front
porch. Two American flags flew
from a second-floor porch.
Palestine, located about 70
miles north of Charleston, is a
farming community in sparsely
populated Win County, which
had a 15 percent unemployment
rate in lanuary — one of the
state's highest.
The lack of opportunity and
the military service of her older
brother, Gregory Lynch Jr., led
Iessica into the Army, her father
•

PRISONERS. PAGE 2
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Course catalog mistakes mislead
MICROBIOLOGY. FROM PAGE 1

"I feel extremely misled and
angry thai I had based such an
important decision on a major
that never existed,'' she said.
Jason Sobota said there is a
sentence
in
the
1999
Undergraduate Catalog, which
he is under, that states, "All information in this catalog is correct
as of April 30,1999."
"1 was told that the fact that
microbiology was printed in that
same catalog was a mistake,"
Sobota said. "So apparently the
catalog has at least one other
mistake—saying that everything
in it is correct."
Antinone has a hard time
understanding how they could-

Students
find other
ways to
help DM

n't have caught this mistake and
informed students.
" Finding this out a few months
before graduation makes me feel
like they were just going to sweep
it under the rug and hope that no
one noticed, screwing us out of
our major in the process," she
said.
Folkins said that he plans on
informing students about the
mistake, which has been in place
since 1974, but has yet to decide
how to go about it.
Sobota found out about the
situation when a "Blue Sheet1'
program revision was proposed
to change the courses needed to
obtain a "Major in Microbiology."
This sheet was returned by the
college office with the remark
that no major existed in microbi-

ology.
The biology department,
including faculty members and
students, fought this interpretation, citing the Undergraduate
Catalog
After tiring appeals and meetings, Sobota said they were finally told that there was nothing that
could be done with the current
state of the program. It would
have to be reproposed as a major
in order to award that distinction
to anyone.
They were told this 12 weeks
before the end of the semester.
The process to institute a new
major takes at least 10 weeks.
"It would have been a lot easier for everyone, and 1 believe
more fair, if the University had
simply interpreted the program,

WARMItfUP

ences "microbiology." Nowhere
on the paper does it say the word
"specialization," nor has it ever
said specialization in the course
catalog for microbiology, Deters
said. Regarding transcripts, he
said that, before the mid-1990s,
the word was not included on
any official transcripts.
"The University changed those
transcripts — it was done rather
secretly without telling anybody,''
Deters said.
Folkins said that the undergraduate council will decide if
microbiology is to in fact become
an official major. There is no official date as to when the decision
will be made, but he said he has
the final! say.

Springer ponders
running for senate
to come, Zickar said.
"Only... Clinton, Al Gore and a
body chanting, 'Jerry! Jerry!'" she few others would get the audience we expect to get," he said.
said.
Despite his reputation, stuBut Springer has motivation
to stay reasonably serious if he dents might look at him differwants voters to see him that way, entiy after the event, according
to Zickar.
Kaminski said.
"If they come to hear him,
"I would expect him to touch
on a lot of state issues, especially they're going to walk away pretsince he is (considering) run- ty impressed," he said.
Kemp agrees: "From what I've
ning for senator," she said.
Should Springer run, he will heard, he's much different than
likely first face Mike DeWine he is on his show, and he's very
among others in the democratic eloquent It'll be very different to
primary before going against see how people react."
Though
the
College
current senator and former
are
bringing
Ohio
Governor
George Democrats
Springer, they haven't officially
Voinovich.
Though he has plenty of endorsed him as a candidate for
name recognition, his reputa- senator, according to Zickar.
"Being a good speaker and a
tion for dumbing down viewers
might work against him, accord- good candidate for senator are
ing to Mike Zickar, adviser to the two different things," he added.
The free event begins at 7:30
College Democrats.
But that name recognition p.m. Doors open at 7 p.m.
should do plenty to get students
1ERRYFROM PAGE 1

MARATHON FROM PAGE 1

began on Friday in Cincinnati
and rode 182 miles to Portage,
where they joined a police escort
while biking the last three miles
to Dance Marathon, where they
were greated by a cheering
crowd.
A total of 46 students made
the trip. The group was a mixture
of fraternity and sorority members as well as non-Greek students.
"I had a lot of fun and am glad
that I did it," Chi Omega member Liz Elliott said. "It was hard,
both physically and emotionally.
Seeing the kids cheering for us at
the end made it worth it."

which was 'Blue Sheeted' (modified) in 19B3 as a "Major in
Microbiology," as such," Sobota
said.
Deters said the microbiology
program was also modified
extensively in 1986 and into
January and February of 1987.
"The Blue Sheets specifically
talked about changing the microbiology major, but now the contentions of the University is that
that was an error — and that's
just outrageous that they interpreted it that way," Deters said.
"The point of fighting it was
that I was misled throughout my
whole college experience,"
Sobota said
Students who have graduated
from the University have degrees
which say: major biological sci-

Chuck Sofcf BG Item
HAVING A BALL Warmer temperatures have meant more outside
activities for students. Here senior Ray Gibson throws a baseball to
junior Erik Evans outside McDonald Hall yesterday.

Troops
captured
in convoy
attack
PRISONERS, FROM PAGE 1

said. She signed up through the
Army's delayed-entry program
before graduating from Win
County High School in
Elizabeth.
"The Army offered a good
deal," he said.
Gregory Lynch Jr. is stationed
at Fort Bragg in North Carolina
and was on his way home, the
father said. "They are real close,"
he said.
Lynch called his daughter a
jokester and a magnet for children. He now fears, he said, that
she may never get the chance to
have any of her own.
"She really loved small kids,"
he said. "That's what makes it so
bad."
Wirt County Principal Ken
Heincy said Jessica Lynch was
active at the small school of
about 325 students, where she
played on the basketball and
softball teams.
Heiney was meeting with
teachers after school yesterday
to plan a special event for her,
including distributing yellow
ribbons to students and teachers.
Cumbridge said she would
like for the world to know her
cousin.
"We have so many Jesses over
there right now," she said. "You
rum on the TV and it just breaks
your heart There are a lot of
families in West Virginia that
have a lesse, too, and they're
going to be feeling for the Lynch
family."

Senior Portraits/ Graduation Fair!

Get a free portrait session, which automatically gets your photo in
the 2003 KEY Yearbook, while at the Grad Fair.
Purchase cap and gown; order class rings; purchase diploma
frames, keepsakes, alumni apparel and more!

Tuesday
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Wednesday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

h
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■
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PROMINENT JOURNALIST COMES TO B6SU

CAMPUS

David Horowitz, who has appeared on CNN and Fox
News, will speak in 101 Olscamp Wednesday at 8:30 p.m.
Horowitz, who has visited over 100 college campuses, will
speak about how he came to support right-wing politics
after spending his youth supporting the left wing. College
Republicans are sponsoring the event

get a ijf~
^^^^^^^
^^^^^

The calendar of events is takfn from
httrK//««lKbgtu.cdu

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Public Health Services Blanket
Drive
Union Lobby

I

Fine Arts Center Glass Studio

Info Table
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
BSU Ticket Sales
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Environmental Programs
Internship Fair
For more information, contact
Environmental Programs at 419372-8207.
Union 202B Community Room
10 a.m. - 7 p.m
University Bookstore Graduation
Fair
Union Multipurpose Room
10 a.m. -6 p.m
Delta Sigma Pi Raffle
Delta Sigma Pi pledge class will be
selling raffle tickets.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - Noon
Latter Day Saints Students
Association Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Silent Witness Project
Domestic violence information and
support group info will be available Sponsored by the Women's
Center.
Union Lobby
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Connection Collegiate Ministry

v^H
^^^^^^

11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Design Club Raffle
The Design Club will be selling
tickets for the raffle of a gift certificate to raise money for a trip to
Chicago.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Native American Unity Council
Raffle
Proceeds from the raffle will go to
NAUC events and towards the April
1. DC. trip.
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.
Visiting Glass Sculptor: Herb
Babcock's Demonstration
Herb Babcock has taught at the
College for Creative Studies,
Center for Art and Design in
Detroit. Mich, since 1975. During
this time he has served as both
Chairman of Glass and Chairman
of the Crafts Department. His work
is shown in numerous exhibits
nationally and internationally. A
slide lecture will be presented at
6:30 p.m. in Fine Arts Center Room
1101. Sponsored by the BGSU
Student Art Glass Association.

Noon
Gustavo Carpinteyro, cello
Master's candidate recital.
Carpinteyro studies with Dr. Alan
Smith at the College of Musical
Arts. Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

Noon - 5 p.m.
USG Forum
Sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Government.
Union Theater
2 - 6 p.m.
African People's Assoc. Ticket
Sales
Ticket sales for annual APA dinner.
Union Lobby
2 - 5 p.m.
International Dinner Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
5:30 p.m.
Reception prior to Anthony
Sherwood film
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Reception prior to film showing in
Gish Film Theater of "Honour
Before Glory." Come and meet
Anthony Sherwood. Canadian actor
and filmmaker. For further information call 419-372-2457.
Hanna Hall 107

WWW.&GA/SI4SS.COA*
No car? No worries...
a=8g Live just a few steps from campus!
507 E. Merry St. # 1,2,3,4,5,6&7: Large two bedroom furnished
apartments. Across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER.
Resident pays electric/ heat. Laundry facilities in the buildings.
Private parking lots. $525.00 per month (2-3 people) for a 12
month lease. &550.00 for a 9 month lease (2-3 people).

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 s. Main
(41')) 352-5620
www.newlovereultv.com

6 - 8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop
"Sorting and Organizing Photos"
Instructor: Faith Cataldo. Have too
many photos got you confused and
don't know where to start? If you
would like to have your photos in
albums but are too overwhelmed,
then this class is designed to help!
A variety of ideas, suggestions,
and handouts will be provided to
help you find an organization
method that will work for you.
(Material Fee: $6) Register for
workshops at the Information
Center in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Advance registration is required and space is limited. Classes last appro*. 2 hours.
For more information contact the
Information Desk at 419-3722741.
Student Union, Rm. 314
6:30 p.m.
Visiting Glass Sculptor: Herb
Babcock's Slide Lecture
Herb Babcock has taught at the
College for Creative Studies,
Center for Art and Design in
Detroit, Michigan since 1975.
During this time he has served as
both Chairman of Glass and
Chairman of the Crafts
Department. His work is shown in
numerous exhibits nationally and
internationally. Sponsored by the
BGSU Student Art Glass
Association.
Fine Arts Center Rm. 1101
6:30 p.m.
African Week Movie Night
Sponsored by the African People's
Association.
Union Rm. 202B Community Room
7 p.m.
Anthony Sherwood, Canadian
Actor and Film-Maker
Sherwood will be present to view
and discuss his documentary film

"Honour Before Glory" about
Canada's only all-Black military
battalion. One of Canada's most
successful actors, Sherwood has
played a variety of roles for television, film and the stage. He is also
a film producer with an emphasis
on documentaries and docu-dramas. Throughout his career
Sherwood has fought tirelessly for
racial equality FREE AND OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC. For further information, call 419.372.2457 or e-mail
cast@cba.bgsu.edu.
Gish Film Th later, Hanna Hall
7 p.m.
EAT RIGHT. FEEL 600D, LOOK
GREAT!
Award Winning Speaker/ Educator,
Deanna Latson will be speaking on
"Eat Right, Feel Good, Look
Great,"Foods You Can Eat To Say
Fit, meals perfect for test days and
finals week, Slow poisons you eat
everyday, how to avoid feeling
lethargic.
Union Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Dialogue on Affirmative Action
The Social Justice Task Force with
the Office of Residence Life invites
you to participate in an exciting
upcoming community dialogue on
"Affirmative Action in Higher
Education." The purpose of this
session is to discuss current
trends in admissions practices in
higher education, the legal cases
tiled against the University of
Michigan and to promote awareness of this controversial issue.
Diane Reagan from the Office of
Equity, Diversity and Immigration
Services will serve as the moderator. Confirmed panelists include:
Ellen Broido, Assistant Professor of
College Student Personnel and
Higher Education; Al Gonzalez,
Assistant Provost for Academic
Services; Iris Resendez, Student,
USG Chief of Staff; Marshall Rose,

Director, Office ot Equity, Diversity
and Immigration Services.
Olscamp Hall 101
7:30 p.m.
Defining Leadership
Discover your influence and find
your destiny. This event includes
Christian fellowship and worshipful music as well as Campus
Minister Andy DeGurge who will be
sharing and helping to define
leadership For additional information contact Lisa McMillan at 419836-9373.
Olscamp Rm. 103
8 p.m.
Graduate String Quartet
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 - 9 p.m.
Star Spangled Banners
Star-Spangled Banners (the sun,
moon & stars on flags of the
world) multi-media show in the
Planetarium $1 donation suggested.
BGSU Planetarium -112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bldg.
9 p.m.
Visiting Artists' Lecture: Luo
Xiaoping and Shao lunya
The Student Ceramics
Organization is sponsoring Luo
Xiaoping and Shao lunya, ceramic
artists from Yixing, China.
Xiaoping is a ceramic sculptor
working with both figurative and
vessel content Junya makes functional teapots. The artists will offer
a slide lecture. This event is free
and open to the public.
Fine Arts Center Rm. 204
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie- The Ring
Union Theatre

Have A Great Tuesday! «T1

HAVENT YOU PAID

ENOUGH

TO GET YOUR
BGSU DIPLOMA?!

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-l pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Bentwood
Houses
• 2 bath
• 1 ft 2 car garages
• fireplace, washer/dryer, diswashers, garbage disposals, A A/C

3 Bedroom House
$1350°7mo.
4 Bedroom House
$1500°7mo.
Available May and August

Live in Bowling
Green's Newest
Subdivision!

Frazee Ave. Apartments
Field Manor
516 East Merry
Semester
■.eases
Available
All Large
2 Bedroom
2 Baths
Furnished
Starting at $590°°/mo.
+ utilities
New 2 person rate for
9 1/2 mo. lease!

SIGN UP TOD A Y!
check out our website at

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

DONT
OVER-PAY TO

7

FRAME®

OFFICIALLY LICENSED BGSU

jrder DIPLOMA FRAMES
onV^c
STARTING AT JUST

$71.95

www.sbxgofalcons.com
Shop off-Campus and Save
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 East Wooster St
Bowling Green, OH
PH:419-353-7732

Select
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QUOTEI'MIIOH:

OPINION

"His days are numbered."
Secretary of Defense DONALD RUMSFELD.on Saddam Hussein.
(newwwfcajm)

Did someone misplace a major?
If you are a microbiology
major you have probably
already tor this edition of
The BG News in half. You would
be doing this because you
recently found out that their is
not a microbiology major offered
at the University, So, if you didn't
know that already, you are probably tearing up the paper now
and with good reason, too
How could something like this
go overlooked for so long? This is
a university run by intelligent

Students who have graduated
in the past who thought they
were graduating with a degree in
microbiology actually graduated
with a degree in biology with a
specialization in microbiology.
Some students have been
working on this degree for more
than three years and are just now
finding out that their work will
not earn them their intended
degree. Academic Affairs is the
place to look if you want
answers, but you might just end

people. Yet, this very small and at
the same time very significant
mistake has gone unnoticed 29
years.
Every student, not just microbiology majors, should be outraged. The University listed
microbiology as a major in the
Undergraduate Catalog since
1974. This prompted some students to attend the University in
hopes of receiving an undergrad uate degree in microbiology.
Now that cannot happen.

Support our troops with life
JEFF
POSTELWAIT
U-Wire Columnist
While many of you were in
Cancun or Padre or wherever, I
was back home to Tulsa. I spent
the first few days of my spring
break doing something that I
rarely do - seeking distraction. I
figured most people are complacent and largely ignorant of
world events, so it wouldn't kill
me to do the same for a few
days. When I emerged from my
state of self-induced apathy, I
turned on the television for
some fair, balanced, unfiltered
and highly objective coverage of
the war (insert rim shot here).
I saw clouds and fire, smoke
and ruin. The reality of the situation hit me all over again. I
almost wanted to crawl back into
my shell. The seeds of Americanstyle "democracy" and justified
"liberation" were falling upon
Baghdad. I thanked God for
allowing me to live far away from
the Shockwaves, the flying
debris, the death and starvation.
But at the same time I felt guilty
for being so far away from the
danger. My ability to watch this
horror with utter impunity filled
me with self-loathing I began to
think about what could be done
in this late hour by myself and
others like me.

forces, so ordinary people like us
need to keep alert. We must hold
our leaders responsible for their
actions in war time as well as in
peacetime. If we all go to sleep
now, many more people could
die during our slumber.
We must support the troops
while still opposing the pointless
war that they are now being
commanded to fight. I value
equally the lives of each and
every soldier fighting in this war.
Where they are from, be it the
United Kingdom, the United
States or Iraq is irrelevant. Their
lives must be saved and removed
from harm's way. We almost
stopped the war from even starting, so now let's redouble our
efforts and help stop the war as
quickly and as safely as we possibly can.
The peace movement is tired.
Signs get heavy and slogans get
worn out quickly. But what must
be remembered is that the warmakers are tired as well. The only
difference is that they haven't
given up yet. It's not too late. It's
never too late for peace, and the
situation is never too far-gone to
prevent death. While some may
choose to support the troops by
sitting at home, watching the
explosions on television or
putting a bumper sticker on their
car, we will show our support in
a different way. We must support
our troops by helping more of
them get home alive.

Already we're being commanded by almost everyone to
shut our mouths just because
we're at war. In wartime, we're
told, you just can't say certain
things.
Let's call war what it is wrong. This war was wrong
before it started and now that
the bombs are finally falling, the
war is still wrong. Blowing people up is always an evil thing,
regardless of whose finger is on
the trigger. My message today is
a simple one: We should always
oppose war, no matter what the
circumstances. I'm not going to
knuckle under just because the
war is now a reality, I encourage
everyone with war doubts to do
the same.
The movement is now assembled and strong. The cause of
peace is supported by millions of
people on all seven continents
(there was even a demonstration
at a lab in Antarctica). The cause
is not lost simply because war
has begun.
Yes, the beginnings of the
bombing are a huge setback, but
all is not over yet. This war may
still cause several unpleasant
outcomes that must be resisted.
If this war does not end quickly and easily, then more dissent
will be sorely needed. The military needs to be watched.
The media has already proven
themselves to be completely
unwilling to police the armed

up tearing up some more newspapers.
John Folkins said that, "it was
an honest misunderstanding. We
are doing our best to fix it." Well,
so far there are only two ways to
fix the problem: create a new
major that should have been
there in the first place or revise
the Undergraduate Catalog to
specifically state that microbiology is not offered as a major.
Either way, the University needs
to take responsibility for its mis-
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WHERE DO YOU STAND?

E-mail your letters/columns to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with aD of this? We
doubt K. Write us and let us know
where you stand.
UTTERS TO THE EDTTOR are to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These 1
are usually also in response to a cur- .
rent issue on the University's campus
Or the Bowling Green area.
POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be indud-1
ed for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email submissions as an attachment to bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked "Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Cohimn."Onlyemailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All fetters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.

suprised if people feel lied to and
misled. That is essentially what
happened isn't it?
We here at The BG News do
not think that any students
should seek monetary compensation for the situation. Still, the
University may have to prepare
for lawsuits from the students
who thought they were microbiology majors.
This mistake could severely
hurt the University's academic
reputation.

Would you like to
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

place bets Saddam?

How has the war affected
you personally?

KELLY GEIGER
JUNIOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.
"It's emotional because
my sister just got sent
over with the Marines.
That's all I've been able
to think about."

AMANDA BROCK
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY
"It makes you think
about what really
matters the most in
your life."

CANDACE MORTELLITI
SENIOR, BIOLOGY
"ft'5 made me aware of
world issues."

we ^Ki
s

take.
These two solutions only help
the future students. What about
the past students? It may seem
like a petty title to some, but to
others it is an extremely important symbol of achievement. The
University should feel obligated
to award honorary microbiology
degrees to those students who
have already graduated with the
non-existent degree
Folkins calls this an "honest
mistake," but we wouldn't be

JOLENE ARON
SENIOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.
"ft's really sad to know
that soldiers are [risking]
their lives not knowing if
they will be able to return
home to their families."

and Tradesports.com, you can
actually place bets on the fate
of Saddam Hussein. In fact, in
terms of the number of bets
Opinion Columnist placed, the fate of Saddam
Hussein is only second to the
The media blitz is in full
Final Four.
force tearing the American
So if you wanted to place a
media consumer sentiments
bet, let's look at the odds.
between work and play. The
"What will Saddam's fate be by
work of course is Operation
|une30,2003?Willhebe:
Desert Storm version 2.0 cur• the president of Iraq (mainrently being waged in Iraq and
tain control of Baghdad):
the play would be the NCAA
+2,000
Basketball Tournament.
• a U.S. prisoner +500
Although, this is definitely
• dead:even
not politically correct to say,
•MIA:-150
but let's face it, the war is bor• a political exile: +500
ing. I'm not disrespecting our
• smoking cuban cigars with
servicemen, but I am saying
buddy boy Muammar
that when faced with 24-hour
Oadhafi:+1,000
news coverage on four different
• traveling to Calcutta and
networks of Iraqis not even
taking up Mother Theresa's
fighting back, it's overload,
Torch: +15,000
even if as Alan Bell of Freedom
• joining the Backstreet Boys
Communications says. "No
and touring with Elton lohn:
human being is made to sit
+15,000
there and watch tanks roll
• claimed as a citizen of the
across sand for 24 hours." With
planet Zerg by violent aliens:
the massive surrenders by Iraqi
+15,000.
Troops, which started two
According to Eddie King, a
weeks before the war even
spokesman for Costa Ricabegan, it seems that all sides
based BETonSPORTS.com, the
agree how the war will end.
betting was only added at the
The only suspense to this war
request of customers. This
is if, how and when we'll get
means there are actually peoour hands on Saddam Hussein.
ple out there who placed bets
Despite the war's effects on the
with the hope that Saddam
entire world, it's not entertain1 lussein will join the Backstreet
ing.
Boys.
On the other hand, college
Does this disturb anyone
basketball is exciting.
else? Our servicemen are riskUnpredictability is what makes
ing and someone shows their
it worth watching Millions of
support for them by betting
Americans are filling out their
that Saddam is evil enough to
orackets and placing bets on
support boy-bands. War is not
who they think will win.
meant to be entertaining. It's
Everyone can participate in fillserious business and it disturbs
ing out brackets. It gets the
me that a company is trying to
average American involved.
make light of and make money
Double overtime in the
off of the situation in Iraq.
Arizona vs. Gonzaga game...
Betting on when Saddam is
now that's entertainment! The
going to get killed is just good
downside is that, in terms of
global politics, the Final Four
old fashioned pro-American
means squat.
propaganda. Betting he's going
Now obviously in the global
to be revealed as an alien is disstage, the war is important, and respectful to our troops as well
college basketball is not But
as the citizens of the planet
how do you make sure
Zerg.
Americans remember that?
So the war makes for boring
What if there was some way to
television and the Final Four is
combine the importance of
exciting television. That's the
Operation Iraqi Freedom with
way it should be because
the fun and gambling of the
important situations are rarely
Final Four? Well wish no more
entertaining and it's important
friends, thanks to web-sites
for all bored Americans to keep
such as BETonSPORTS.com
that in perspective.
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MISSING MICHIGAN TEEN FOUND SAFELY
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — A 14-year-old Michigan
girl missing since March 1 was recovered safely yesterday and her convicted murderer companion was
arrested without incident, the California Highway
Patrol said. A CHP trooper stopped a suspicious looking vehicle near Susanville, Calif., northwest of Reno,
Nev., said CHP spokesman Tom Marshall.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Families hope for best
By Helen O'Neill
THE ASSOCmtD PRESS

One soldier described himself
as simply a mechanic someone
who fixes things. Another's family
thought she was an Army cook,
relatively safe from the horrors of
the front lines. A third was planning to leave the service to join
the U.S. Border Patrol.
They are sons and brothers, a
husband, a mother. Now a handful of Americans have gained a
chilling new title — prisoners of
war.
Around the country, their tearful families wait for word, terrified
of what has happened since their
capture, even more terrified of
the unknowns to come.
U.S. officials demand the captives be protected under the
Geneva Conventions. But the
conventions mean little to the
mother who hugs her son's pho-

tograph, clutches her rosary
beads and weeps.
"I don't want him to get cold,
and I don't want him to get hungry. I just want him to come home
alive," said Anecita Hudson of
Alamogordo, N.M., after seeing
her 23-ycar-old son, Army Spc.
loseph Hudson, interviewed on
Iraqi television Sunday as a POW.
The interview was carried on a
Tilipino station the family
receives.
"He looked so scared," said his
Filipino-born mother, shaking
her head. "It's like a bad dream,
seeing your son captured on television."
In the video, Hudson and his
fellow POWs — three other men
and a woman — arc asked their
names, hometowns, ages and to
explain what they are doing in
Iraq. Along with footage of the
prisoners, the Iraqi tape con-

tained gruesome images of bodies identified as dead U.S. soldiers.
Asked about his mission in
Iraq, Hudson stared defiandy at
the camera as a yellow microphone was thrust into his face. "I
follow orders," he said grimly.
His mother watched and wept
again. Her son, a Fort Bliss, Texas,
soldier assigned to the 507th
Maintenance Cxi., joined the military to provide for his wife and 5year-old daughter, she said. He's a
mechanic, not a fighter.
Now another son, Joseph's 18year-old brother, is ready to sign
up. too.
"I feel like loading up my shotgun and going overseas,"
Anthony Hudson said. "Send me
over there. I'll get him back."
Then, clinging to his mother,
the younger brother broke down.
In Kansas, another family

watched portions of the tape with
the same mixture of tears and
dread, as Pfc. Patrick Miller
appeared on the screen.
Gone was the bravado of a soldier sure of his mission, heading
off to war. Gone was assurance
that this proud young father of
two expressed, telling his mother
and wife that he would come
home safely. After all, reasoned
Miller, a welder, he was in a support unit, not a combat unit.
Instead his family in Park City,
Kan., saw a pale, nervous 23-yearold who answered questions in a
shaky voice, whose eyes blinked
nervously from behind round
glasses.
Asked by the Iraqis why he
UPPnoto
came to their country, Miller, also HELD CAPTIVE: In this image from video seen on Iraqi Televison a
with the 507th, stammered, "I
person identified as a captured U.S. military personnel is intercome to fix broke stuff."
viewed. This soldier held captive in Iraq has been identified by family members in Kansas as Pfc. Patrick Miller of Park City, Kan.

Mystery illness may be caused by cold virus
By Daniel Yee
I HE ASS0CIAIED PRESS

ATLANTA — The mysterious
and deadly flu-like illness from
Asia that has stymied health officials around the world appears to
be caused by a new variety of a
common cold virus, U.S. health
officials said yesterday.
The head of the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention said a number of tests
had revealed traces of a form of
microbe known as a coronavirus
in the tissue of people infected
with the unidentified disease.
"There's very strong evidence

to suppon coronavirus" as the
cause, said CDC director Dr. Julie
Gerberding at a news conference.
However, she cautioned that
more testing is needed before
experts can be certain.
Many different viruses can
cause colds, including three different varieties of the coronavirus. Until now, in fact, the cold
is the only human ailment known
to be caused by coronaviruses,
but the CDC said the culprit in
the Asian outbreak appears to be
genetically different and probably represents a fourth type.
lust what that means for treat-

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

ing severe acute respiratory syndrome, which has sickened 456
and killed 17 since Feb. 1, is
unclear. There are no certain
treatments for colds caused by
this or any other virus.
Nevertheless, Gerberding said
the Defense Department will test
the virus against all known antiviral drugs to see if any work.
Researchers worry that any
virus they find in patients may be
an innocent bystander.
Among the bits of evidence
suggesting the new coronavims
really is the cause is the discovery
that victims develop an immune

system response to it during the
course of their illness.
The illness first gained attention in Hong Kong, Singapore
and Vietnam, where it has spread
among health workers in hospitals. Health authorities say it
appears to spread from close
contact, primarily through nasal
fluids by coughing or sneezing.
The Geneva-based World
Health Organization issued a
worldwide travel alert March 15
warning people to watch for
symptoms after traveling to
places where the disease had
appeared. The Wl 10 also got its
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710 EIGHTH STREET-3 BR house. Limit3
people. Two Baths. Air conditioned. Washer/
dryer hookup. $999.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.

network of 11 labs around the
world working to find the cause
and treatment of the disease.
Gcrberding's announcement
followed comments earlier yesterday from a WIIO scientist who
said for the first time that coronavirus was a possible cause. But
the virologist, Dr. Klaus Stohr,
continued to give more weight to
a different virus, described by
WHO officials earlier, the
paramyxovirus.
Gerberding
said
her
researchers had not found that
virus in their tissue samples.
Meanwhile, fears of the disease

© EDUCATION MAJORS ©
•bpend a semester abroad in Lnqland

Sprinq 2004!
CJpen lo : Freshman, oophomore or Junior education majors

The BGNews has 1 Sumrr er and 2 Fall openings
(or qualified students to \ vork part-time selling

714 EIGHTH STREET Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.

seemed to spread in some Asian
centers: Singapore quarantined
more than 700 people who may
have been exposed to the disease,
threatening them with fines;
I long Kong officials met to draw
up health guidelines for everything from restaurants to bus systems in an attempt to slow its
spread.
Hong Kong's health secretary,
Dr. Yeoh Eng-kiong, called SARS
"a really very alarming disease,"
the likes of which Hong Kong has
never seen.
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Apply in Person
204 West Hall
Bnng Resume if Available

W*J., March 26th
12-1 pm
PI I In, .1Ion
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•Fun Atmosphere
•Resume Builder

146 1/3 MANVILLE One BR upper unit. Limit
2 people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/03.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

PREFERRED CANDIDATES
•So. or Jr. Business Major
•Own Transportation
•Detail Oriented
•Interesl in a Sales or
Advertising Career

Celebrate Spring by finding
your new home!
222 S. College St. sEtt. Unfurnished efficiency apartment. Located
close to Campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $350.00
per month for a 12 month lease.
222 S College St. «2: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Close
to Campus FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric only. $390.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
228 S. College St #A-J: One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apartments. Close to
Campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric only. $385.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
230 S. College St.: Two bedroom unfurnished house. Has separate living room, laundry room,
and large kitchen. Private yard. Off street parking. Resident pays all utilities. Close to
Campus $750.00 for a 12 month lease.
234 S. College: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Living room, dining room, large kitchen.
Storage in basement. Off street parking. Resident pays all utilities. Close to Campus.
$675.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
234 v, S. College St. #UP: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Storage in basement.
Separate entrances. Off street parking Resident pays all utilities. Close to Campus.
$425.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
234 ' j S. College St. #DN: Two bedroom unfurnished lower apartment. Separate entrances.
Storage in basement. Resident pays all utilities. Off street parking. Close to Campus.
$450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main
(419) 352-5620
\> wvi.new loverenlty.com
newlol<frdacor.ne1
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SUMMER JOBS!
Female and male counselors needed for a top summer camp in
beautiful Maine. Top Salary, room, board, laundry, clothing and
travel provided. Must love working with young people and have
skills in one of our activity areas.

CAMP VEGA
Come see us at www.campvega.com

APPLY ON OUR WEBSITE!
Fill out the on-line application
e-mail us at camp_vega@yahoo.com
We will be on your campus on:

MARCH

25th

In the Union Building
Room 307
For more information and interviews from IOAM'JPM
No appointment necessary.

Come see us and find out more about Vega!
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PROTESTS CONTINUE ACROSS THE WORLD
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) — Throughout the world
protesters found varying ways of making themselves
heard. Anti-war demonstrators clashed with police
outside the U.S. consulate in Hamburg and peace rallies emptied schools across Italy yesterday in a fresh
swell of protests against the war in Iraq.

WORLD

*

Most approve of new constitution
"All those who have failed to lay down their arms so far are now
fighting not only for their false ideals, but directly against their
people."
VLADIMIR PUTIN, PRESIDENT OF RUSSIA
By Yuri Bagrov
THE ASSOCIAHD PRESS

VLADIKAVKAZ, Russia —
Russian officials declared yesterday thai the approval of a new
constitution by Chechnya's voters
has completely discredited the
separatist cause, further dimming hopes the Kremlin would
negotiate an end to the 31 /2-year
war.
The constitution, which confirms the region's status as part of
Russia, was overwhelmingly
approved in a referendum
Sunday.
The Kremlin had advertised
the referendum as the beginning
of a peace process for Chechnya,
which since 1994 has experienced two brutal wars pitting
Russian forces against separatists
and an interim period of de facto
independence marked by lawlessness.
Critics said no fair vote was
possible in a war and that the
only path to peace would be to
negotiate with rebel leader Asian
Maskhadov — an option Russian
officials previously ruled out.
With ballots counted from 292
of 418 electoral districts. 96.1 percent of votes were in favor,
Russia's
Central
Election
Commission reported on its Web
site. Only 2.6 percent voted "no,"
the commission said.

Officials said more than 79 percent of the 540,000 eligible voters
■had cast ballots, though Central
Election Commission chairman
Alexander Veshnyakov later said
some refugees who were not on
voter lists were allowed to cast

ballots.
President Vladimir Putin said
the referendum results showed a
lack of popular support for the
rebels
"All those who have failed to lay
down their arms so far are now
fighting not only for their false
ideals, but directly against their
people," Putin told his Cabinet.
"Their actions directly contradict
the interests and will ... of the
Chechen people to live in peace."
Putin's envoy in southern
Russia said the vote should put an
end to all discussion about reviving talks.
"As to talks with Maskhadov
and other representatives of bandit formations, this question has
been dropped from the agenda,"
the envoy, Viktor Kazantsev, said.
Even as residents were voting
for the pro-Moscow constitution,
the rebels were sending the message that they would not be
ignored.
Over the past 24 hours, fighters
killed two servicemen and
wounded 18, an official in
Chechnya's Moscow-appointed

administration said. Two policemen were killed by a land mine
and another was killed in an
attack on a police patrol, the official said on condition of
anonymity.
The constitution confirms that
Chechnya is part of the Russian
Federation. However, many key
questions remain unresolved,
including how much autonomy
Chechnya will be given.
The constitution calls for presidential and parliamentary elections in Chechnya, but sets no
deadline for them. Veshnyakov
said Chechnya's presidential vote
could be held alongside Russian
parliamentary elections in
MuuSaduliynW'Ptioto
December.
Polling stations were attacked TIME FOR CHANGE: A Russian Interior troop soldier hides behind an APC as he mans a position in
in the week before the plebiscite, downtown Grozny yesterday. The vast majority ot voters in Chechnya approved a constitution the
but security was heavy Sunday Kremlin hopes will bring peace to a region devastated by neatly a decade of war.
and no major violence linked to
the referendum was reported.
Hrair Balian, the leader of a
fact-finding
team
the
-D
Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe sent to
Chechnya, said the referendum
had "shortcomings," the Interfax (.GomtrfJ Mon-tNf^ Hair Fa"ShiorW 4- The. Airanap«ej\-t0
news agency reported.
I6» 6. Main 6-f C+H) 35t-*4Q
Russian forces returned to
Chechnya in 1999 after rebels
raided a neighboring region and
after deadly apartment-house
bombings in Russian cities that
the Kremlin blamed on rebels
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$300 off deposit thru 3/31/03
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20% off any service
w/ selected
stylist
—
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20% off any product
L
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•Must present coupon to receive discount,
offers expire 4-19-03

FREE ROAD RUNNER thru 3/31/03
3 Bedroom Deluxe Apts.

P A R K S & RECREATION

ramela
Anderson is
Canada's
Centennial Baby,
being the first
baby born
on the
centennial
anniversary of
Canada's
independence.

Columbia Court Apartments
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, furnished ~ limit 4 people
• Close to campus)
• Starting at $850°7mo. + utilities

The City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department
is seeking several mature individuals to join our summer
program staff. Positions available are: Aquatic Complex
Manager, Aquatic Complex Assistant Manager, Lifeguard,
Swim Instructor, Pool Attendant, Concession Attendant,
Adult Softball Scorekeeper, Park Maintenance, Arts and
Crafts Instructor, Baton Instructor, Cheerleading Instructor,
Youth Softball Umpire, Roller Hockey Instructor, Track
Instructor, Tennis Instructor, Special Events Specialist and
Program Specialists who conduct Day Camps, Nature Camps
and Sport Camps for youth from 3.5-14 years of age.

Heiru Apartments - 451 & 424 Frazee
- 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/2 bath, A/C, fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & garbage disposal ~ limit 5 people
. Starting at $900°° mo. + utilities
Mercer
•
•
•

Manor Apartments
3 bedroom/2 full bath - limit 5 people
A/C, fireplace, microwave, dishwasher, garbage disposal
Starting at $850°°/mo. + utilities

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Saturday 9 am • 1 pm

Greenbriar, Inc.
445 E. Wooater
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-0717
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Interested persons should bring a resume and complete an
application at the Park office in Woodland Towne Centre.
Office hours are Monday-Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Direct questions to (419) 354-6223 X 0. Applications accepted until positions filled. The City of Bowling Green is an
equal opportunity employer.

The Benefits are Endless...1

LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
Add I ittmt1.2Sta $|COO
Good in BG only
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419-352-5166
203 N. Main, BG.

Call now to receive

Am
agement
Awesome Rates!
'400 single occupancy
Z>00 double occupancy

1 month

FREE
** Free heat & water**

Call (419) 352-4380
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BASKETBALL: CHECK OUT THE FALCONS' SEASONS IN REVIEW. PAGE 8

BRIEFING

TUESDAY

Falcons lose two at
Western Michigan

March 25,
2003

The Softball team dropped
two games this past weekend
at Western Michigan.
The Broncos topped the
Falcons 4-3 and 8-3 in a double header on Saturday afternoon.
In the opener, freshmen
pitcher Liz Wabel pitched a
solid game, holding Western
Michigan scoreless until the
bottom of the sixth. The
Falcons held a tenuous 1-0
lead at that point, but the
Broncos fought back for four
runs, three of them coming on
a home run by Western's
JaymieVoss.
Western carried the 4-1 lead
into the top of the seventh,
when BG mounted a comeback of its own, cutting the
lead to 4-3. Unfortunately for
BG, it was as close as they
would get to victory, as
Western preserved the 4-3
advantage to pick up its first
conference win.
In the nightcap, BG again
gained an early advantage,
due in part to a home run by
Jenifer Kemahan. After an
inning and a half, the Falcons
led 2-0.
But the lead did not last.
The Broncos got three runs
in the bottom of the second
and never looked back, winning the game 8-3.
The losses dropped the
Falcons to 0-2 in MidAmerican Conference play.
They will look to improve their
overall record tomorrow when
they host a double header
against Michigan, starting at 2
p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Gymnasts place third
f

Constant practice and strong
concentration led to the gymnastics team's third place finish in a
triangular meet with Western
Michigan and Kent State
Saturday in Anderson Arena.
The Falcons ended the regular
season portion of their schedule
In fifth place in the MidAmerican Conference after posting a score of 192.125 over the
weekend.
Kent State finished the meet in
first place with a score of 196.150,
while Western Michigan came in
second with a team total of
193.250.
"We did a great job on two
events—floor exercise and vaulting. It was our best performances
of the year on those two events,"
head coach Dan Connelly said.
"Unfortunately it was possibly
our poorest performance of the
year on balance beam and a
mediocre performance on the
uneven bars, which brought our
score in the rather mediocre
range."
Jessica Guyer led the way for
the Falcons on the floor with a
score of 9.950, which put her in
first place in the event. Her score
was the top score in that event for
a Falcon all season. The previous
season best score was a 9.250,
which Guyer recorded twice,
once against Ball State on Feb. 23
and once against Kent State on
Feb. 2.
"It was her best floor exercise
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Falcons
host
Spartans
today

routine of her collegiate career so
far," Connelly said. "It was outstanding She was the last performer on the event. She has
been our anchor on that event"
Melissa Popovich and Rachel
Hall also had impressive scores
on the Boor. Popovich scored a
9.900 for a second place finish in
me event, while Hull registered a
9.85.
"Rachel Hull had her most outstanding floor exercise performance of the year and scored a
9.85," Connelly said.
The top BG performers for the
vault were Guyer and Kathy
Emerson. Emerson registered a
9.800 for a fourth place finish in
the event.
"Kathy Emerson threw a new
vault," Connelly said. "It was the
first time she did it really well and
scored 9.80 on vaulting. That was
the most outstanding performance on that event."
On the uneven bars lessica
Bradley and Hull came out on
top for the Falcons. Bradley finished in a tie for seventh place,
scoring a 9.675; while Hall scored
a 9.65 for a 10th place finish.
The balance beam gave the
Falcons a little trouble, with
Guyer leading the way with a
9.750 for a sixth place finish. Ann
Marie Kassouf finished with a
9.650.
The Falcons will prepare this
week
for
the
MAC
Championships, which BG will
host on Saturday at Anderson
Arena.
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FINISHING: A Bowling Green gymnast completes her floor routine during a triangular meet against
Kent State and Western Michigan Saturday at Anderson Arena. The Falcons had some of the season's top performances on floor at the meet.

By Andrew dayman
SPOIIS RtPOIItl

As the saying goes, a baseball
season is a marathon, not a
sprint. Celebrations quickly
give way to preparation, and
there is little time for a team to
catch its collective breath.
Fresh off their first two MidAmerican Conference wins,
head coach Danny Schmitz
and the Falcons head right back
into non-conference action
today, when Michigan State visits Warren Stellcr Field for a 2
p.m. match-up.
The road-weary Falcons (2-0,
3-7 overall) were riding high
over the weekend, as they took
the field on their home turf for
the first time this season,
sweeping a two game set with
Buffalo.
While the MAC season is officially underway, BG is not out
of the non-conference woods
by any means. Even after
enduring grueling competition
on trips to Tennessee and
California, the Falcons have
more top notch, non-MAC
schools left on their schedule,
including Notre Dame, Ohio
State and this week, MSU and
Dayton.
As Schmitz put it, "This
might be one of one our
tougher
non-conference
schedules ever.'' Being that
Schmitz is in his twelfth season
at the helm, his opinion carries
a lot of weight.
Thus far, Bowling Green's
non-conference foes have gotten the best of them. The team
dropped both games of a season opening series with
Tennessee, and they lost five
straight
games
at
the
Pepsi/Johnny Quik Classic in
Fresno, California. It may be
fair to say, however, that this
Falcon squad is still in the
process of learning how to play
to its potential.
"We have a lot of work ahead
of us," Schmitz said. "This team
has a whole new identity.
Losing your two, three, five and
six-hole hitters, that's a lot to
replace."
With several stars from last
BASEBALL, PAGE 10

McClung
takes first

Tennis falls, 5-2
By Erica Gambaccini
SPOIIS EDITOR

After almost winning the
doubles point and then falling
short, the women's tennis
team was unable to come
back in singles action, as they
fell to Xavicr, 5-2 Saturday.
"It was a very close match,"
head coach Penny Dean said.
"The positives of it were that
we were very close to winning
the doubles point."
Lisa Maloney and Heidi
Romer teamed up at the No. 3
doubles position and defeated the Musketeers 8-2 for the
Falcons' only doubles victory.
"That was a good victory,"
Dean said. "Putting Lisa and
Heidi together was a good
team. We've been trying different things and that was a
good team."
The Falcons have been
moving their doubles teams
around lately trying to find
the best combination of partners. Maloney and Romer
proved, against Xavier, that
they could compete well
together.
"Susie |Schoenberger| and
Laura IKokindai. at one,

played one of their better
matches," Dean said. "Alyson
IGabcll and Gaby |Coello|
played well at doubles, they
just kind of faltered a little bit
at the end when we needed
them to get that eight."
Xavier grabbed both of the
other doubles matches,
defeating the No. 1 doubles
duo
of
Kokinda
and
Schoenberger, 8-5, and coming back to beat Coello and
Gabel, 8-6, at No. 2 doubles.
"We competed well because
every doubles match and
every singles match was
winnable." Dean said. "We
have to improve 10 percent."
The Falcons won two singles points at the fifth and
sixth flight and lost the second
flight in a close three set
match between Xavier's
Stephanie
Bauer
and
Schoenberger.
"At singles, I feel like every
match was winnable," Dean
said. "I think Xavier is a good
clone to some of the MAC
teams we are going to play.
They are in our ballpark to
ones that we're going to be
close to that we need to beat."

Cameron Benjamin defeated Xavier's Andrea Kelly in
straight sets at the fifth flight,
losing a total of four games (62, 6-21, while Romer won a
second-set tiebreaker for a
straight-sets win over Xavier's
Emily Tuchscherer.
Benjamin has won two consecutive singles matches,
while Romer has won two
straight and five of her last six
singles contests.
"They both played real well
and had good matches," Dean
said. "They played smart."
Maloney returned for the
Falcons and played in the
third fight. She had been out
with a sprained ankle that had
been acting up since March I.
"We're glad to have Lisa
Maloney back in the line-up.
That helps us a lot," Dean
said. "I expect by next weekend she'll be match tough."
With the loss to Xavier, the
Falcons now fall to 6-7 overall.
They will begin a stretch of
Mid-American Conference
games Friday when they travel to face Northern Illinois
and then head to Western
Michigan on Saturday.

past weekend so the recovery
time was minimal. 1 think they
went out and competed hard
and I think that reflected in
how they performed."
The Falcons fared well in the
relay events. The 4 X 100 team
placed third with a time of
48.26. BG took second in the 4
X 200 with a time of 1:40.71.
The 4 X 400 team placed third
with a time of 3:59.08, the 4 X
800 team took fourth with a
time of 9:53.36 and the 4 X 1500
team placed second with a
time of 20:07.64. The distance
medley team took second with
a time of 12:44.86.
Alicia Taylor represented the
Falcons in the 100-meter hurdles and finished sixth with a
time of 14.73.
In the 100-meter dash,
Valerie Holland placed 10th for
the Falcons with a time of
13.25.
In the javelin throw, Brooke
Allen and Allyson Lee placed

By Daniel Gedney
SPOITS IEP0ITEI

Kerri McClung moved into
fifth place in school history in
the shot put event after her performance at the Clemson
Relays Saturday in Clemson,
S.C. McClung took first place in
the event with a mark of 47 feet,
7.25 inches.
"It was a good start for Kerri,
competing
with
some
SEC/ACC schools," head coach
Scott Sehmann said. "I was
pleased with how she went out
and focused."
The Clemson Relays marked
the beginning of the 2003 outdoor season for the BG track
and field team. Team scores
were not kept. Sehmann was
pleased with how his squad
performed with the added
pressure of competing in multiple events.
"I thought the)' ran fairly well
and
competed
hard,"
Sehmann said. "We asked a lot
out of them. Most everybody
did two or three events this

TRACK. PAGE 8

Butler shows talent of mid-majors
By Jim Lite
THf «SS0CI»TED PIESS

They are called "mid-majors,"
apparently because "floor mats"
was already taken.
Or because the college presidents in charge at those schools
understand that alumni would
not open their wallets for a basketball program that year after year is
described as undermanned or
overmatched.
That's the reality that Butler and

many other schools face at this
time of year. Usually, they wrangle
invitations to the NCAA tournament as champions of second-tier
conferences — hence the "midmajor" tag — and then they're
supposed to dear out when the
time comes to divvy lip the serious
spoils.
"On paper, people think we're
nothing," Butler's Joel Comette
said Sunday, remembering the
buildup before the 12th-seeded

Bulldogs tipped off against No 4
Louisville. "We watched TV and
could barely even tell we were
going to play."
There are a dozen reasons why,
beginning with the high-profile
coach on the opposing sideline,
Rick hum i. and a talent deficit
starting with Cardinals star Reece
Galnes and extending all the way
to the end of the Louisville bench.
But as the Bulldogs' 79-71 victory
proved, that doesni count for as

much as it once did
The truth is that the best basketball-playing seniors in the land are
currently putting in their third season as pros. The same is true,
essentially, about the best juniors,
sophomores, freshmen and any
high schooler with half as much
game as LeBron James. Comb the
NBAs draft board from the past
few seasons, then imagine how
much wider the gap between the
mid-majors and the top few teams

in the big conferences would be if
those kids were still in the NCAA
mix.
Because they aren't, the number
of real powerhouses is down to a
handful, and schools such as
Butler get to hang around a little
longer and talk a little louder than
they used to. And being the only
double-digit seed besides No. 10
Auburn left in the round of 16 has
BUTLER. PAGE 8
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Basketball season in review
Up-and-down
season for men
By Erik Cassano and M Hammond
SPORTS BIPORIERS

NOVEMBER
Record: 1-1
The schedule maker was not
kind lo the Falcons this year, as
BG began their season minus five
starters
and
sophomore
Germain Fitch in Detroit against
a veteran Detroit Mercy squad,
and lost by 14. To close the opening month, the Falcons downed
Tiffin at home, 91-57.

DECEMBER
Record: 4-3
The beginning of the final
month of 2002 started with a
bang, as Kevin Netler showed
Falcon fans what was to come.
The junior scored 36 points in a
conference-opening win over
Buffalo at Anderson Arena. From
there, though, the Falcons fell to
Big 10 foes Northwestern (62-601
and Michigan (83-57). But in the
Michigan debacle, a switch
seemed to Dip for the Falcons,
and just in time, as a trip to thenNo. 1 Alabama was slated next.
The Falcons fell behind early to
the Tide, but, in a theme that
would be present for much of the
year, came back with a fury. They
clawed back within as little as two
late in the second half, but eventually fell 72-63.
The momentum from the
comeback against Alabama carried over into the late parts of the
month, as BG easily took care of
Urbana and Oakland at home
and squeaked out a win against
Cleveland State in the Rock 'n'
Roll Shootout.

JANUARY
Record: 5-3
BG opened 2003 the same way
they ended 2002: Hot After being
picked to finish fifth in their
opening campaign in the MAC
West, the Falcons vaulted into
first place in the division after

wins at Northern Illinois on a last
second lay-up by Cory Eyink and
at home against Ball State by
holding Chris Williams to three
first-half points.
Then came the biggie. BG was
down to Kent in Kent by 20 at
halftime, a lead that ballooned to
24 in the second half. But quietiy,
they chipped away, and eventually downed the 2002 Elite Eight
participants and moved to 4-0 in
the conference.
Then the bad stuff started. Josh
Almanson didn't play in the final
16 games of the season due to a
bum ankle. BG dropped games at
Eastern Michigan and Western
and at home to Northern. They
fell behind in the MAC race, and
enlisted the services of football
players Keon Newson and Cole
Magner to be able to practice.
They managed to close out the
month with an overtime win on
the road at Ohio.

Non-conference
games high point
By Daniel Gedney

File Plwtos BG News
SHARP SHOOTERS: Cory Ryan, above, and Stefanie Wenzel, below,
were two top players down the stretch for their teams.

FEBRUARY
Record: 0-7
Any backsliding the Falcons
did in the first weeks of the new
year turned into an all-out Wile E.
Coyote freefall off the cliff in
February. BG didn't get a win during die month. Their improbable
hold on first place in the middle
of January turned into a furious
attempt to stay out of last place
by the end of February.
The pool of available players
grew smaller yet on Feb. 19 when
labari Mattox tore a knee ligament and missed the remainder
of the season. By the end of the
month, only six scholarship players were on the active roster. Six
players were absorbing the vast
majority of the minutes, forcing
Dakich to play Russian Roulette
with fatigue. The team never
appeared to be on the verge of a
physical breakdown, but it was
virtual suicide for them to get
BASKETBALL PAGE 9

Butler not done yet
BUTLER. FROM PAGE 7

proved to be intoxicating stuff,
indeed.
"It's not our goal just to get to the
Sweet 16," Darnell Archey said.
"Our goal all along has been to be
national champions. We're thrilled
and excited, but we're not satisfied"
Come Friday, Oklahoma figures
lo have something to say about
that The best games so far have
been supposed mismatches on the
order of Butler-Louisville — see
Arizonas escape from Gonzaga —
but everything suggests it's going to
get harder from here on out
Butler slipped away from No. 5
Mississippi State in round one, the
dear exception to the rule At the
Indianapolis subregional just
down the road from the Bulldogs'
classic gym, four of their brethren
— Holy Cross, Southern Illinois.
Western Kentucky and WisconsinMilwaukee — were beaten by
Marquette, Missouri. Illinois and

Notre Dame by a total of 11 points.
It might be that coach Todd
Lickliter was the only one in Butler
colors who appreciated how lucky
they were to draw the longer straw
twice in a row.
"The greatest thing is we get to
slay together," he saki. "I can't tell
you how much fun it is to just be
around these guys, to watch them
prepare and compete 1 just want
to prolong (his as long as possible."
All sorts of improbable pieces
fell in place lo help Butler get this
far. Trie talent drain of the last
decade never hit the Bulldogs
because they don't draw many
stars to begin with. Six of this year's
players are seniors, including
Sunday's hero, Archey. And
Lickliter, who has exactly as many
tournament appearances as Pitino
does national championships
(one), is the third coach they've
played for.
If the program has a star, it's
Hinkle Rekthouse The Butler gym
was used to film the ultimate

really, really proud of the team."
Miller said.
The 2002-2003 women's basThe Falcons ended that
ketball season was a season of stretch of eight games on a poshighs and lows for the Falcons.
itive note by upsetting archrival
They started on a high with a Toledo, 66-62, in Anderson
successful trip through the Arena on Feb. 8. The victory
non-conference portion of their took the wind out of the sails of
schedule. They finished their a Rocket team that was fighting
non-conference play with a 7-4 for the top spot in the Midrecord. Among those seven American Conference.
The Falcons hit another skid
wins was their most decisive
victory of the season, an 89-39 following that game, losing five
trouncing of Savannah State on of their next six games leading
Dec. 22, 2002 at the Bearcat up to "senior night" in
Invitational in Cincinnati, Ohio. Anderson Arena. For the sec"I was really, really excited ond straight season, the
about our non-conference play Falcons played spoiler against
and our preseason play," head Eastern Michigan on "senior
coach Curt Miller said. "We won night". The Falcons walked off
the most games that the pro- the floor of Anderson Arena for
gram has won in 10 years. After the final time with a hard
playing the first couple of fought 70-69 victory over the
games without Lindsay Austin Eagles on Mar.4. The Eagles
and learning to play without ended the Falcons season foi^r
her only made us better and we days later when the teams
made a really good run against rematched in the first round of
some real quality mid-major the MAC tournament in
Ypsilanti, Mich. The Eagles sent
teams."
The Falcons closed that por- the Falcons home short of their
tion of the season with three season goal of getting to play in
straight victories. They began Cleveland by handing them a
conference play on a positive 66-54 defeat.
"We are really excited about
note with a 73-72 victory over
Ohio University on Jan. 8 in the program moving in the right
Anderson Arena to improve lo direction," Miller said. "We
8-4 and extend their season increased our wins and we
high winning streak to four increased our attendance the
most of anyone in the league.
games.
After hitting this peak, the But we are still not satisfied, we
Falcons began to slide into a set a big team goal at the beginvalley. They dropped six of their ning of the year to make it to
next eight games against the Cleveland and we didn't reach
Mid-American
Conference that one goal. I feel like we finwestern division, including a ished the season with still some
season high four game losing unfinished business."
The season brought to an end
streak. The low point of the season came on Feb. 5 at Central the career of Francine Miller.
Michigan. The Falcons dropped Miller leaves BG as the third
a 42-30 decision to the leading scorer in school history.
Chippewas in a game that Coach Miller believes that she is
coach Miller felt had lo "set col- the best player to ever put on a
Falcon uniform. Miller was the
lege basketball back years."
"We got beat up through that
stretch of eight games but never
WOMEN'S BBALL PAGE 9
quit playing hard and I was
SP0R1S REPORT!R

underdog movie, "Hoosiers," and
lickliter understands its pull as a
recruiting tool. It is short on
amenities, but king on inspiration
"When you walk in, there's a
feeling to this place. Especially for
me." Lickliter, who played for his
father at nearby North Central
High, said recently. "I grew up here
and played high school basketball
here. I would say there's a tremendous feeling about it, and this team
upholds that as well as any team
you could ask to uphold it"
Whether it was Archey on the
greatest three-point tear of his life,
or Duane Lightfoot's 14 points off
the bench, or even reserve Rob
Walls' exchange of sneakers with
Cometle after the senior center
soaked his by crashing into some
coolers behind the bench in pursuit of a loose ball, the Bulldogs
have become a team.
If nothing else, Butler's kids
understand the notion of playing
together. It's the only real advantage they've got

BG Barbersho

BG's field events take
top places at Clemson
TRACK. fROM PAGE 7

fourth and fifth, respectively for
the Falcons. Allen recorded a
mark of 11408.00" and Lee
threw for HO'07.00".
Nicole Carter placed fourth
for the Falcons in the triple
jump with a mark of 36'09.75".
She also competed in the long
jump where she placed fifth
with a mark of 1603.00".
In addition to McClung's first
place finish in the shot put,
Chassity Gulley placed fourth

for BG with a mark of 40'00.75".
McClung also represented
the Falcons in the hammer
throw, placing fifth with a mark
ofl49'09.00".
Gulley's second event of the
day was the discus throw, where
she placed ninth with a mark of
112'08.00".
"Overall I thought it was a
good start," Sehmann said. "It
was a low-key kind of meet
where relays were the primary
focus. That made it a little bit
more fun for everyone versus
the pressures of competing in

individual events."
The Falcons were without the
services of Mary Willems, who
stayed behind because of a student teaching commitment.
Willems is ranked 23rd in the
nation in the weight throw following
a
Mid-American
Conference record throw at the
Alex Wilson Invitational on
March 7.
Next up for the Falcons is the
Western Michigan Invitational
on Saturday in Kalamazoo,
Mich. The meet is scheduled to
begin at 10 a.m.
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Tough February leads to a better March
BG might have been in bad
shape to go on national TV, but
there they were on Feb. 22 at
Illinois-Chicago, part of the first
RSPN Bracket Buster showcase.
BG was selected to play as one of
nearly two dozen teams who had
ridden the NCAA tournament
bubble in the past several years.
The Falcons were never blown
out of the water, but were almost
completely out-paced by the
Flames in a 83-72 loss.
The month closed with a 94-73
loss at Ball State on Feb. 26, but it
ignited Ron Lewis for the
remainder of the season. The
freshman guard scored 29
points.

BASKETBALL. FROM PAGE 8
into an up-and-down sprint
game with an opponent.
The month began with a bit of
foreshadowing: a 17-point loss
against Central Michigan. Kent
State got revenge for an eariier
loss before Marshall blew past BG
with a late run and sent the
Falcons honie with a 56-54 loss.
Three straight losses and a
downward spiral in the standings
was beginning to take their toll on
the players. Tlie next game, a 7359 loss at Toledo Feb. 11. was
scarred with a bench-clearing
incident in the second half. Cory
Ryan received a technical foul for
chirping with theToledo bench at
the end of the first half, and
toward the game's end, John
Reimold fouled out on particularly hard contact.
Dakich. the players and Toledo
coach Stan loplin dismissed it as
getting caught up in the heat of
the moment. But the Falcons
may have gotten off the bus with
shortened fuses.

was the second-smallest player
left on the active roster and had
seen sporadic play since joining
the team in mid-December. But
he lifted the team's spirits right
onto his back and didn't let them
fall as they finally, finally got a
win, 51-48. It wasn't about the
scoreboard. Magner had just
eight points in 33 minutes.
It was about Magner's persistent energy, six steals, open-court
rebounds and pesky defense. He
spent all day clogging Miami's
passing lanes and getting his
hands on the ball. He did it all in
front of the football team, which
had taken over the north end of
the student section at Anderson
Arena. After the game, they lifted
Magner onto their shoulders.
The win over Miami propelled
BG into a home game against
Eastern Michigan Mar. 6. Cory
Ryan, in his second-to-last game
at Anderson, picked the right
time to shine, hitting a threepointer with just under 10 seconds to play to give BG a 73-72
win. Suddenly, the prospect of a

MARCH
Record: 3-2
Good things can, indeed,
come in small packages. For the
starving Falcons, Cole Magner's
performance on the first day of
March against Miami was a
cheeseburger with the works
dropped right into their laps.
Magner stands 6 feet 2 inches. He

home game in the first round of
the MAC tournament, which had
been all but given up for dead
weeks earlier, looked possible.
That dream ended two days
later, however, when Toledo finished the season sweep of the
Falcons with a 68-64 win. The
Falcons earned the ninth seed
and a trip to Ball State.
Lewis continued his spectacular three-week run with 28 points
to pace the Falcons in an upset
win, 90-81. BG was headed to
Cleveland for the third straight
year.
The Falcons kept pace and
even held a lead over Central
Michigan in the MAC quarterfinals March 13 at Gund Arena. In
the end, it was too much
Chippewa center Chris Kaman
and too many mistakes. BG lost
87-70, ending a very difficult season. Lewis scored 30 points, the
second-highest total for a BG
player all season.
A roundabout feather in BG's
caps: It took the eventual MAC
tournament champions, a team

that didn't lose again until Duke
knocked them out of the second
round of the NCAAs, to end their
season.

EPILOGUE
Dakich said several times
throughout the season that no
team in college basketball was
dealing with what they had to
deal with. Three season-ending
injuries. A bench that, at one
time, consisted of two football
players and a walk-on. But the
season did have its share of
bright spots. Kevin Nettcr and
lohn Reimold proved they are
cornerstones who can be built
upon next year. Ron Lewis can
flat-out score, and even run the
point if needed, losh Almanson
is on pace to be ready for training camp next fall. Fitch should
be, Mattox might be, depending
on how their knees heal. Cory
Eyink had to do a lot of growing
up this year. He struggled at
times, looking like a Netter-figurc from last year. But he showed
a good mix of size and shooting

touch that could make him a
tremendously versatile player
next year.
Last spring. Dakich left for
West Virginia and came back I6N
than a week later. He stepped
out of the big time and back into
his smaller, familiar program.
His decision wasn't rewarded
with trophies to hoist or nets to
cut down. But it was rewarded
with a season that probably
made him experience every
emotion a coach can with his
team. At the end of the road, sitting behind a microphone in
Cleveland, he praised his team
and their willingness to do whatever they could to play.
The Falcons captured the idealistic mold of a college basketball team this year. No national
lights or glamour. No NBA
scouts watching their every
move. Roadblocks and hardships galore. In the end, they
won no championships, just the
respect of who they played. And
the right to call themselves a
team to watch next year.

Senior class was consistent for BGSU
WOMEN'S BBALL. FROM PAGE 8

It was also the final season for
Kim Greich, Megan lerome and
Karen Stocz. Each member of
the senior class played in all 28
games. Coach Miller was
pleased with the play of his
seniors.
"Karen Stocz had her best year
and really blossomed into a
quality center in this league.
Megan lerome was a stabilizing
force and a steady influence. We
got the best years out of those

end of the season.
"I'm happy that the conference recognized her, but was
disappointed that Francine didn't make first or second learn AllConference." Miller said. "I really
think that Francine is the best
player to ever put on a BGSU
uniform. She was a tremendous
warrior, a scorer from anywhere
on the floor ... it's great when
your best player is your hardest
worker and that's what she was."

only Falcon to start all 28 games
and led the team in minutes per
game (29.9), defensive rebounds
(142), total rebounds (175),
rebounds per game (6.3),
blocked shots (19), total points
(425) and points per game (15.2).
She led the team in scoring in 16
games, including 10 of the last
11. She received honorable mention for the all-MAC team at the

www.bgnews.com

two seniors," Miller said.
The Falcons also got a big year
out of point guard Lindsay
Austin. Austin lead the team in
assists (104) and steals (58).
"Lindsay's still the catalyst of
the team because of the way we
play," Miller said. "She's the dictator and disrupter defensively
with her ball pressure and her
ability to step in the passing
lanes and get steals. She dictates
our defense from the beginning.
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DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED
• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
-100% reliable with an outstanding
employment history
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217 S. College : Two bedroom unfurnished house. Eat in kitchen.
Close to Campus. Resident pays all utilities.
$685.00 per month lor a 12 month lease.
206 Crim.: Two bedroom unfurnished house. Close to Campus.
Hardwood floors. Washer/ dryer comes with the house. One car
garage Resident pays all utilities.
$660.00 per month tor a 12 month lease
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Get your mates together...

344 Crim.: Two bedroom unfurnished house.
Close to Campus. Front porch. One car
garage. Washer/ dryer hookup. Resident
pays all utilities. $545.00 per month for a
12 month lease.
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:

• BENEFITS
-Outstanding pay
■ -Weekends FREE

Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall

SHOOT DA HOOP
■.V.1B32E;

RELIABLE CAR?
Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning. M-F.

- Mon: 11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

I
I

ON CAMPUS

S«JIIIII

and 35.6 percent (37-104) from
three point land.
"Stefanic followed up her
breakout sophomore year with a
great junior year," Miller said.
"She is a very, very deadly shooter and plays her heart out and
gives you everything you could
ask for on the floor.. I think you'll
see her have a great senior year."
Miller has now completed two
seasons here at BG. His overall
record stands at 21-35.

www.bgnews.com

Are you gambling
with your career?

r..i. i

She had a great year statistically
but 1 still feel she has an opportunity to take her game to a complete, different level her senior
year and blossom into one of the
conference's best point guards."
Also on the receiving end of
the season awards for the
Falcons was Stefanic Wenzel.
Wenzel was named to the
Academic All-Mid-American
Conference Team. She shot 40.8
percent (100-245) from the field

i i

201 Georgia.: Two bedroom one bath unfurnished house Living room, dining room and kitchen.
Washer/ dryer hookup. Front porch. Resident pays all utilities. $65.00 per month for a 12
month lease. (ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE!!)

i/

* Limited to one entry per day.

521 S. Prospect #B: Two bedroom unfurnished duplex Resident pays all utilities. Pet permitted.
$460.00 per month for a 12 month lease. (ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLED)
210 Liberty: Four bedroom unfurnished side by side duplex. Washer/ dryer hookup. Nice size
yard. Front porch. Resident pays all utilities. $710.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
(ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLEII)

And rent from...

IMC1*
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Rentals
■

332 S. Main
(419)352-5620
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Falcons optimistic Where do you stand?
After upset weekend, many fade in
after Buffalo series our March Madness bracket contest
sponsored by Papa John's, BG Sports
and the University Bookstore. Here
are the top scorers through the first
two rounds of the tournament.

BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 7

season having moved on,
many inexperienced players are moving into more
central roles on the team.
With that in mind, there
was room for optimism
after the Buffalo series.
"These were real important games for us," Schmitz
added. "Pitching, defense
and hitting: we finally got
all three phases put together."
Among the few remaining veterans on the team,
senior first baseman Kelly
Hunt, junior center-fielder
David Barkholz and junior
starting
pitcher
Kyle
Knoblauch have gotten oft*
to superb starts in the first
month of the season. With
these team leaders setting a
standard for the younger
players, the Falcons' identity is sure to become apparent even faster.
In the meantime, they
can take some solace in
knowing that Michigan
State just lost three of four
games to a MAC school,
Ohio University, and have a
4-13 record on the season.
The game starts at 2 p.m.
today at Steller Field, with
Dayton coming in at the
same game time tomorrow.

Ben Swmgtr BG News
TOUGH OUTS: Falcon hitters combined for 18 runs in two MAC
games this season against Buffalo. The Falcons will try to continue
producing runs for their pitchers in upcoming games.
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48
48
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Tom Fawcelt
Toby Hayes
Jason Poles
Donald Rasmussen
Matt Lefievre
lefTStieritz
NateToth
Quiana Odom
Garrett Truman
D.l. Henry
Flizabeth Sharp
Alan Klausner
Kyle Kuhlman
Mark Stamman
Adam Smith
Kerry Komp
Andy Black
Scott Swegan
Jeremy Wilson
BillGluvna
Chad Dubendorfer
Justin Kerver
Mark Chamberlin
Nick Buder
Kenneth Kraemer
1 lusiin Boggs
Jon Woodman
Man Schweinfurth

Rentals

Alpha Phi
Deans List Fall 2002

K

Sara Anderson
Beth McBride
Heather Bermingham
Sara Moore
Alisha Biler
Kelly Moran
Jaclyn Broerman
Stephanie Mosel
Erin Christy
Dana Orlando
Jennifer DeVane
Rachel Ott
Kimberly Frericks
Kristen Ross
Abby Gilbert
Rebecca Schnetzer
Kate Sockrider
Brittany Graves
Natalie Hamlin
Allison Sproul
Katie Horton
Stacey Sternad
Janay Joyce
Jillian Syphers
Syndi Kauffman
Jacquelynne Takach
Sara Layne
Laura Tass
Jessica Leibold
Andrea Velie

*

801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished
apartments with balconies or patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric
and gas heat. $500.00 per month for a
12 month lease.

K

«!?&$& VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

Campbell Hill Apartments
NEW CARPET
&

We're filling
up fasti

NEW Living Room
FURNITURE
For 2 Bedroom Townhouses
Rented now thru 3/31/2003

Full for May
6 Two bedrooms left for August

Starting at $775/mo. + utilities
♦restrictions apply - contact office
for details

2 Blocks from

GREENBRIAR, INC
p
l4l«>> 352-«7lfl

Greenbriar. Inc
445 E Woosler
BOV<
Bowling
Green. OH 43402
www
www.wcnet.org gbrental

..■.::, -■-.-'

','-■'

THE
TANNING
CENTER

The Wash House
248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 beds/2 booths
SouthSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN

(4191 353-8826

LOCATIONS

5 beds/1 booth
The Heat

Monthly Bed Package
Call for an appointment

904E.WOOSTCR
(419)352-3588
5 beds/1 booth

Above Dairy Queen
434 E. WOBTCR
(419) 353-2844
6 beds/3 booths

Se rving BG since 1980

A* A<t> A<t> A<P A<t> A<t> AO A* A* AQ> A<t> A* A* |

www newloverualty com
newlo 1 @dacor net

■•>.-._;_-.»

45
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44
44
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44
44
44

If you are not listed in these
standings, or want a round-byround breakdown, the standings
are posted outside 210 West Hall.
Good luck this weekend!

A* A4> A* A* A* A* A* A* A<J> A* A* A«t> A<I> I

What are you waiting for?
Move in with NEWIPVE today!

Hours.
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm
Salurday 9 ami pm

Kevin Gerdeman
PhilMcsser
Somer Sterling
JoeAkosi
LeahKirgis
Justin Turk
Andrew Todd
Lyndsay I lulen
Jeremy Freyman
Syndi Kauffman
Ryan Shafer
Paul Coulter
Ryan Fowler
Matt Rosengarten
Aaron Lucas
Ceorge Hayek
Brett Hammer
Brandon Schantz
Rob Cramer
Ryan Marsh
Amy Murphy

#
Dry fish food make goldfish constipated!

I

Wakefield invented the
modern day
version of the
chocolate chip
cookie.

—
K CII t a IS

47
47
47
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46
46
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46
46
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45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

DID YOU KNOW...

In 1930, Ruth

NRW19VH

lason Bueur
lUIKozak
Brian DeMarco
Justin Follebout
Sara Schroeder
Erinn Bialosky
Gary Lawrence
Howard Westerfield
lames Hogan
Ryan Thomas
Ben Kline
lames Lorimer
Derek O'Neal
Ryan Gonzalez
Todd Spangler
Christopher Zetts
Andy Batch
Keith Simpkins
Mike Warren
Valerie Holland
RyanNeal
Sebastian Alix
Scott Schieber
TomRees
Lorenzo Hailes
Dave Hoehner
lakeTurkall
GeoffTractman

"

•

'

unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. Gas
heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat-in kitchen.
Cat permitted with references. Close to downtown. $450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
128 W. WoosterSt. *A&B:Two efficiency
apartments located above a downtown
business. All completely different.

■

Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

j

vllla(>t«.-»iii<'<U»«-<«r."i!

-

.

I 1 4 S. Main St. #3,7&9: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments located downtown
above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities.
Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat. #3 $375.00. #7 $355.00. #9
$385.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
1 14 S. Main St. #12: One bedroom unfurnished
apartment located downtown above Wizard
Graphics. Laundry facilities. Resident pays all
utilities. #12 $340.00. #13 $395.00 per month
for a I 2 month lease.
117 N. Main St.: *2,4,5,6,78,8: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments located downtown. All
arc different. Laundry facilities on premises.
Resident pays all utilities. #2 $375.00, #4
$385.00. #5 $345.00. #6 350.00. #8 $300.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom

BQSU
- L iYitti

HW"n
VILLAGE
OREEN
ARTS.

Unfurnished. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/heat. #A $250.00. #B $250.00 for
month for a 12 month lease.

NFWIWE
Rentals

332 S, Main St.
(4191 352-5620
tloWNMllV.Cam iin-nl.lU
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Help Wanted

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 626

Female roommate needed lor
summer or sooner it necessary
Own bdrm. Close to campus.
$250/mo . util. 419-352-8746

400 counselors mslructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA
Lohikan8004884321 ww. lohikan com

Educational Preschool looking tor
energetic & fun aflern teacher from
1-6pm Mon-Fn. Call 419-832-5437

500 SUMMER CAMP JOBS"' NY.
PA, MASS. www.summercampemployment com or 800-443-6428

Glass assistant min of 26 hrsAvk.
Must be an art ma|or willing to give
1 -2 yr. commitment. Flexible hrs.
Working in a private glass studio in
Maumee. OH. Duties include glass
blowing, polishing, shipping. & other
lobs as studio needs may require.
$7.25mr„ no exp. necessary
References requires. 419-382-7645

vfrYw.campuslunflraiser.wm

The BG Nc*s will not knowingly accept aher(iscmcniv itui discnminaie. or entomge discnnunaiion agunii my individual or group on
the basil of race, vi. color, creed, religion,
nabonal origin, sevual orientation, disability,
status as a veteran, or on the basis of my other
legally protected sum*.

The BG Ne»s reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise iny advertisement such as
those found to be defanuiory. lacking in factu-

TV.

Help Wanted

Earn $1,000 $2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour lund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are tilling
quickly, so get with the program1
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888|
923-3238 or visit

Classified
Ads
372-6977

al basis, misleading or false in nature

Wanted

Fraternities' Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

NEWS

THAN

Personals

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALLMARCH 25

Needed 3 sub-leasers tor summer
starting May 17th. Swimming pool.
weight room, tree tanning bed, volleyball-basketball courts, balcony,
fully furnished & air conditioned. For
into call 353-2740.
Subleaser needed May-Aug Lg. 1
bdrm, pool and internal access
$430 mo. Call 353-0495

Help Wanted

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S SINGLES &
CO-REC DOUBLES TENNISMARCH 26
The Tanning Cenler
Above Dairy Queen
434 E Wooster St.
Tan until May 9th for $45
1 month $30

All

advertisements are subject to editing and

Female subleaser needed
May Aug.al Sterling University
Call 352-4472, will lower price

353-2844

—CRAZY"'
New Wellness company expanding
in Toledo area! Seeking crazy, yet
responsible people tor serious expansion. Promotions/marketing skills
a plus, will train. If you have 6-10
hours per week, call 419-843-3255

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Child care needed in our Sylvania
home lor our 11 & 13 yr old. Must be
avail, lor entire summer, June 5 to
Aug 27, btwn 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car & ret Please send 1 pg
description ot your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560.
COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF- GREAT
FACILITIES- GREAT EXPERIENCE. CHILDREN'S N.Y.S. CO-ED
RESIDENT OUTDOOR SUMMER
CAMP. CATSKILL MOUNTAINS 2 HOURS TO NYC & ALBANY.
MALE COUNSELORS- CREATIVE
ARTS- WOODWORKING
CHALLENGE COURSE
June 21st thru August 17th. Mln.
19 years old. Fax: 914-693-7678
E-mail: kennybrook@aol.com
Website: www.kennybrook.com

approval.

Full-lime child care in my home.
Loving & learning environment. Ref.
provided. Close to BGSU. 352-0579.

Unlimited tanning
through finals week. $45
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Lawn maintenance part & full time
for spring & summer. Call Steve at
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Lawn maintenance. Experience
helpful. Clean driving record a must.
Call 419-874-5006
Looking for summer job in the
Columbus area? Dedicated
summer painters needed. Work
outside! Get paid up to $iOVtir.!
Get your nights off! No experience
necessary! We will train you!
Contact Josh at 419-214 3557!
Make $1,380 weekly gauranteed
Call 1-800-827-3889.
Miss your tamily al home? Come
spend Mon. eves 4:30-8 in a loving
family environment as a child supervisor tor our kids 5 & 10. We are
seeking a warm, loving individual
w/own transportation to our BG city
home. References req S will be
checked. 419-352-7679.

Interested in a loan?
We can help consolidate all your
bills Call us at 1 -866-210-6801.
Good or bad credit accepted
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Check Us Out !!
www.homecityice.com

Homanjqjloi

SUMMER HELP

Great Job Opportunities II
■

Hmng
Pan- Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng
During Summer $
& Bres
Breaks
Hinna Students Part-

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus!

U M I V E R S I T Y I

bookstore!
@THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

'akation
FAIR

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington, KY
Uma/Bucyrus
Cleveland'Ashland
Canlon/Erle
Cincinnati'Kenlucky
ManslielcvAsnland

1800 933 3575
1-800-894-0529
1-800-6740880
1-800-288-4040
1 800-8940529

Ato Experience Necessary.

Dayton,Springfield
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1-734-955 9094
1 800-355-2732
1-800 545-4423
1-800-545-4423

Train in one facility during school

and work during summer break.

We offer Schedule

Tuesday, March 25
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Flexibility. Start training NOW

Schedule an interview A.SAP.

www.homecityice.com

Wednesday, March 26
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

THERE IS STILL TIME
YOU CAN FIND AN
sAFFORDABL^APARTMENT

Multi-Purpose Room,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
2nd floor

IM lit* MAluv""f - One BR, upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
(473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available

5/17/03 to 5/tV04
ISO 1/2 MAMYIIJJ5- One BR, upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
KIT K. BUBO. At Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
Ml THUa.STIN • Across Prom Offenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $395.00
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00
fa I E. MESHY - Close to Offenhauer TWo Bedrooms. Fumislied.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year Two Person Rate $570.00
■M CLOUCH STREET Campus Manor - Behind Malm's. Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
SIS SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
707 - 727 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
AM THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED'
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - TWo Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
1MB SIXTH TWo Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $560.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rale - $545.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate • $460.00

> Purchase your cap and gown at the graduation fair
> Order personalized graduation announcements
and have them printed on site
rder class rings
> Purchase diploma frames

Convenient.
one stop for all your
graduation needs

> Order your Key yearbook
> Purchase graduation keepsakes and frames
> Purchase alumni apparel and imprinted gifts
Other organizations and services
represented at the Grad Fair

S40-85O SIXTH - Rock Laige Manor. TWo Bedroom. TWo Baths.
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $530.00
SIS SEVENTH TWo Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rate • $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
7M NINTH-One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate $380.00
TkA H mi.irr.E-TW Bedroom Unfurnished. I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00

And much more...
Drawing for raffle prizes

WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO BEDROOM BUILDINGS. STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE.
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED WILDINGS WITH A S22500NONREFVNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnevvloverealcstate.com

BGSU
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY
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For Rent

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed
No exp.needed' Earn up to 150
450/day Call now tor immediate
exposure 1-888 820 0164 extl 132

"Reduced rent by 17% on last ig.
house. 303 E. Merry. 4-6 bdrms .
huge covered porch. All new flooring
& could include all utilities. Normally
6-8 students ♦ 211 E. Reed. 2 full
baths, next yr. Normally tor 4-6
students For more Into & viewing
call 353 0325

NOT JUST ANOTHER SUMMER
JOBI Female S male counselors
needed tor a top summer camp In
Maine. Top Salary, room, board,
laundry, clothing & travel provided
Must love working w/young people 8
have skill in one or more ol the
following activities: archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass, jewelryl.
basketball, child care specialist,
canoeing, kayaking, rowing (crew),
dance (tap, pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors),
figure skating, ice hockey, horseback riding/English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography,
videographer, piano accompanist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes/climbing (challenge course) 25 stations,
sailing, soccer. Softball, tennis, theatre (technicians, set design, costumer). volleyball, water-skiing
(slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping)
W.S.I./swim instructors, windsurfing,
also
opportunities
for
nurses.
HTML/web design & secretaries.
Camp Vega tor Girls' Come see us

at www,campYega,«m

03-04apt/house 3bdrm. $750
2 bdrm. $400-650

erl-1 bdrm. $250-350
Call 419-353 8206.
1 subleaser needed now-Aug. 1st.
No sec. dep $312/mo Brand new
apt. Across from campus. Call
419-250-1142 & leave message

Self-motivated male to do odd jobs
inside/outside on 4 acre property in
Waterville Flex hrs. 419-878-8031.

For Sale

1
2
1
1
2
2

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm. apt. $100 off first mo/ rent.
Free heat« water. 419-352-4380
Call immediently- filling up fast
2 bdrm. apt S 3 bdrm townhouse
available for summer & tall leases.
Call 352-5822
2 bdrm. apt. avail. May 15. $600. located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required. Call 3540229.
2 bdrm. apt. turn, avail. May.
801 5th St. $495 mo • gas/elect
Call Stacie 419-344-0125
2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond
Close to University"

Call 686-4651.
$500 Police Impounds!
Carstrucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas. Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558
4 bdrm. 2 12 bath. 2360 sq. tt.
home on quiet culdesac. 2 fireplaces, newer roof windows. Near
school & city parli. 507 Van Buren
Ct. $200,000. 419-354-7237.

For Rent

"03-04 Apts for rent.Going fast, all
next to campus & in quiet areas for
study Listings avail 24/7 316 E
Merry #3.353-0325 9am-9pm
"Fully furnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn 8 Studios 352-1520.

2 bdrm. unfurnished for Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors S grads.
new kitchens, heat paid. 352-3445
2003-04 Apartments
800 Third St.
3 blocks oft campus Call 354-9740
3 bdrm apt. close to universityll
Excellent condition!!

■

955 N. Main, 3 bdrm. home. Avail.
6-1-03 Very clean, A/C. $875/mo.
Call 353 7547.

2 bdrm. furn. or unfurn. apts. 724
6th St. 705 7th St. $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease $525 mo. school year lease.
Call 354-0914
2 bdrm. furn. sublease. May to Aug.
Close to campus. Off street parking
$500/mo. • gas & elect.
Call Heather 352-1923
2 bdrm. lurnished lor May or Aug.
704 Fifth St. 9 or 12 month lease.
clean. 352-3445
2 subleasers needed tor Sterling
Univ. Apts to take over lease for
Aug. 03-04. First months rent free!'
Contact Scott at 214-4746.
2 sublsrs. needed, male or female,
starting May 11 -Aug. 11. Sterling
Univ. Enclave. Rent $240/mo. plus
util. If interested call Kara 352-6425.
2-5 subleasers needed. May-Aug. 3
bdrm. townhouse w/garage.
washer/dryer, air cond. Rent negotiable t utilities. Call 352-1787

A GREAT apt at a GREAT price!
Avail. 8/15. Furn. 2 Br, Clean, Quiet.
Spacious, A/C. Call 352 1104.
Avail, now. Efficiency. 1 Ig rm. with
private bath Unfurn. Grad student
preferred. 352-5822.
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$500 & gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!!!
Sublsrs needed May to Aug. 154
Manville. 3 bdrm. hse., 2 car garage,
excell cond. & price. Call Cori
214-4792.
Furnished room w/freedom of house
to a responsible person $200
deposit. $300.mo. No other bills.

354-6117
Home lor 2-4 temale subleasers
close to campus. $350imo. per
person includes utilities, telephone
extra. Call 3730907
HOMES FROM $10,000
Foreclosures 8 repros. For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
House 2 blocks trom campus.
3 bdrm wsh/dry, dshw, microwave.
2 car garage. $12507mo +util. 12
mo/lease avail May 419-787-7577.
Houses 1,283 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus lor 03-04
school year. Call 352-7454
Immediate opening!'
1 bdrm. apt. 619 S. College »4
Call 352 2346 or 419-308-7920.
Large 2 bdrm baasjnwnl ,ipt Util included. $600/mo. No smokers. No
pets" 353-4528.
Subleaser needed Aug. 03- May 04.
$195 mo' » util. own bedroom.
353-1752 ask lor Stephanie
Subleaser needed for June-Aug at
Sterling, reduced rent. Call Colleen
at 440-667-1751.
Subleaser needed, 3 bdrm. town
house, air cond.washer/dryer. 3-5
ppJ. 642 S. College Apt. 6, 352-7617
Subleasers needed from May to
Aug. 2 bdrm $480 . deposit. W/D
Next to campus. Newly renovated.
419-353-0897
Sublsr. needed June-Aug.
N. Enterprise. St.
Contact Anna at 214-1936.

*
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Call 686 4651
4 bdrm. apt. from Aug to Aug.
Willing to pay $100 off each persons
deposit. Call Kelli 354-0735
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
28
32
36
37
39
40
41
43
44

13
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12 mo/leases starting
May 17, 2003:
230 N. Enterprise #D
Br 1 person- $390 * util.
266 Manville
Br.- 2 person- $580 - util
322 E Court »4- 1 Br
person- $420 incl. all util
415 E. Court *A
Br-1 person- $330 • util.
415 E. Court DC
Br - 2 person- $450 * util.
605 5th St. #C
Br-2 person-$390 ♦util.

APPLY ON

OUR WEBSITE! Fill out the on-line
application, e-mail us at
camp vega@yahoo.com. or call us
lor more information at 1-800-993VEGA. We will be on the Bowling
Green campus on March 25th In
the Union Bldg In the Union rm.
307 for more information & interviews from 10am-3pm. No appointment necessary. Come see us &
find out more about Vega'

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted

Doorway pan
Nordic rugs
Type ol tiger or towel
Operatic highlight
Profane utterance
Century plant
Foot part
Ponta Delgada minerals?
Eyed lewdly
Olympus honcho
Big bang letters?
Roomy boats
Helmut's three
Would-be
Simple planetarium
Holier-_-thou
Fertile soil
Stiff bristles
Den
Water lily
Moon goddess
Sten and Moffo

46
47
48
50
52
54
55
58
60
64
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

»

1 Hoosegow
2 "Rule Britannia"
composer
3 Common rodents
4 Desert storm1'
5 Highway carcass
6 Can* of the Sox
7 The gamut
8 Cut into small pieces
9 Quarterbacks, at times
10 Past
11 Hair division
12 Tied
13 Remainder
19 New currency
21 Misdo
25 Netlike cap
27 The Old Sod?
28 Map book
29 Alan Ladd film
30 "Common Sense"
writer
31 Bill of Microsoft
33 Musical exercise piece
34 Ayn and Sally
35 Leavening agent
38 Slippers

Stet's opposite
Annexes
Visualizing
Mosl calm
Aswan's river
Raced
CIA precursor
Clinton Cabinet member
Join up
Northern paradise?
Easl of the Urals
Grand-slam man of tennis
1996 Tony winner
European defense assn.
Auguries
Fifths of five
Woad and anil

42
45
49
51
53
55
56
57
59
61
62
63
65
66

Slithering hissers
Hidden marksmen
Secluded valley
Poetic contraction
January in Juarez
Norway capital
Did the crawl
Golfer Ballesteros
Port of Yemen
Brits Indignant
comment
Web location
Artists' mecca
Lair
Compass dir.

ANSWERS
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ELP Hit ANTED
NOW HIRING FOR FALL 2003 SEMESTER
BG MEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
We are currently seeking Graphic Design
& VCT majors interested in positions involving the ad design, digital set-up and file
transfer of the daily campus newspaper.

Qualifications
• MUST BE PROFICIENT IN
QU.IF.XPI

PDE knowledgc'b.Kkgron
.i pint

Computer Production Positions

• Late-NigM Positions 10pm - 2am: Sun thru Thurs
• Co-op POSWOTI 8am • 5pm, Mon thru Fri
• Part-time PMMMI (scheduled around classes)

^pe ilylp* & uMige, impoftng graphic* & photo*, and

If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours of 3 pm & 12 Midnight.
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP

CUT OUT UNNECESSARY BILLS!
We Offer

1

"ill Jrw'r?■ ?!

• FREE washer/ dryer
» FREE high speed Internet
• FREE 32' TV in furnished apts.
»Private bedrooms
• Computer lab/Fitness Center/
Game Room
• Swimming Pool/Hot Tub
• SEVERAL Leasing options!

JAPANESE RESTAURANT
1616 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(Located in Greenwood Central

10%
student
discount
one coupon per person
dinner meal

Mon.-Thurs.

Management Inc.

Bring Student I.D.

NOW RKNTINC,
FOR 2003/2004

(419)-352-7070
•Free Delivery

Call A5J-5WIO for

COMPLETE LISTING
orchcdi Ihc ntMle

"uwmi.i.ili'.: vmii

Py move-ins receive up to 2 months FREE!
Highland

(see office for details)

UMMER LEASES ONLY $250/mo.

Hillsdale Apt. IOC Fairview.

1 & 2 Bdnn Apis. Dishwasher-

Management

Garbage Disposal. I1 ' Baihs

130 E. Washington St., BG

Washer/Dryer Hunk up (2 Bdnn)
A FEW OPEN NOW

(419) 354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
1st month 1/2 off I
Low Security Deposits!
(lor Highland & Jay-Mar only).
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
end specious, beautiful rooms.
Sf»rts SSI0, 12 mo. lease
Th« Highlands- S«nlor/Grad
Housing, i Bdrm. spacious.
large closets all new windows, carpet. some w/new kitchens a baths
Starts $395. 12 mo lease.

/ftfE^CA
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms. Laundry
on sile. BGSU Bus Stop.
A FEW OPEN NOW

AfEfrlCA

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apt.. 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrm, A/C-Dishwasher-

Garbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AC. great location.
ceramic tile, soundprool cons..
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts S510'monttt.

Management Inc.

706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhendave.com

353-5100

\mwammm> a

Hours
10-7
Mon-Fri
10-5
Sat
Sun
1-5

Well lake care ol you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
S dead boll secunty. large
apis., 24-hr. maintenance On
site laundry.

Will do a few semester leases

www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

Stop by our office al
1045 N. Main St.

-

al

K.MI

Spring and/or Fall
4th St. (Willow House)

I Bdrm, A/C. Dishwasher.
Garbage Disposal

